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   FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
     

     America’s  #1 TalkRadio Show
   Presents
   
   "America's Best Selling Authors Series"     Featured Guests:
         

       Linda Fairstein   
    One of America’s Best Selling Authors
    www.lindafairstein.com 
    
    
         
         

       Steve Murphy
    Host & Executive Producer
    The Law Business Insider
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      Linda Fairstein is one of America's foremost legal
experts on crimes of sexual assault and domestic
violence. For thirty years, she was the chief prosecutor in
the Manhattan District Attorney's Office Sex Crimes Unit,
and is currently a media consultant on criminal justice
issues for the three major networks, CNN, and other
cable news programs. She has recently appeared on the
Insider Exclusive TV show @ www.insiderexclusive.com,
as well as The LawBusiness Insider @
www.lbishow.com. Her bestselling thrillers include 
THE KILLS and ENTOMBED
, and now her 9th Bestseller, “
BAD BLOOD
”  
   
   BAD BLOOD,  is a spectacular book of great charm,
intellect and superbly puzzled mysteries that capture the
reader from page one!! The psychological, forensic, and
physical clues were written into the story just as an
outstanding prosecutor would build up the evidence in a
trial.
   
   Manhattan prosecutor Alexandra Cooper knows
proving beyond a shadow of a doubt that Brendan
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Quillian killed his wife Amanda will be difficult especially
since the businessman has an out of town alibi, but she
feels she has a strong case.
   
   Quillian is in trouble based on powerful circumstantial
evidence. However, countering it is the testimony of Kate
Meade, a friend of the accused since they were teens
and a wife and mother she is the ideal witness.
Alexandra completes her questioning feeling rather good
about where she ended.
   
   That is until Quillian’s defense attorney Lemuel Howell
affirms that Kate and Brendan were having an affair the
credibility of this important witness falls apart. Cooper is
shook because the revelation was hidden from her by
Kate. --- Cooper struggles to regain the upper hand in a
trial that has fallen somewhat apart. However, an
explosion rips the third water tunnel construction site that
should have nothing to do with the Quillian murder trail,
but does as Alex finds a link to Brendan.
   
   As she digs deeper into the Quillian connection to the
water tunnel explosion, Copper places herself in jeopardy
seeking conclusive proof that Brendan is a cold blooded
killer. --- BAD BLOOD opens with a gripping courtroom
scene and never slows down after that until the final
confrontation in a dark tunnel.
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   This legal thriller is as equally exciting during the trial
scenes and the investigative scenarios. However, some
like this reviewer do have problems with prosecutors
playing the role of undercover “cops” rather than letting
the pros do the job. That quibble aside, sub-genre fans
will receive plenty of entertainment as Cooper struggles
to save a case that unraveled over an affair. --- Harriet
Klausner.
   
   You can listen to more of one of America’s most
successful and greatest storytellers, Linda Fairstein by
tuning in and listening to the following stations
nationwide:
   
   Sat 2-10-07 Sat, KBRT, 740 AM,  SoCal’s #1 Radio
Station 11:30 am.–
   12 noon, KLTT  670 AM  1-1:30pm, in Denver,
Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Arizona, KAAM,
AM 770 Dallas and North Texas, and KCBC, AM 770 in
San Francisco and Northern California., and KCMN,
   in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Or just listen right here
on line. Thanks
   
   You can contact:Linda Fairstein @ :
www.lindafairstein.com 
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   Hosted by Steve Murphy.
   

  
  

   Brought to you by "America's Premier Lawyers"

  

   Contact: 
   
   Linda Fairstein   
   One of America’s Best Selling Authors
   www.lindafairstein.com
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   Steve Murphy
   Executive Producer & Host
    
   steve@prlawinc.com
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